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Abstract

To better understand the key points of rectifying antennas’ design for the infrared and

visible light, and the challenge of a complete device fabrication, this work reviews the progresses

of this technology, going back from the first historical RF energy harvesting systems and

covering the most innovative trends to this date.
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1. Introduction

Energy harvesting of electromagnetic (EM) waves is mainly applied at an industrial scale

using photovoltaic (PV) and thermal solar cells. However, neither of these methods exploit

the wave nature of visible light and infrared (IR) radiations. On the other hand, this wave

nature has been used for more than a century for communication and information purposes5

in devices such as radios, televisions or phones. From a theoretical point of view, nothing

forbids to build electronic devices able to harvest wavelengths shorter than radio frequencies

(RF). If this oscillating signal can then be rectified into a direct flow of electronic charges,

a fraction of the energy carried by EM waves can be recuperated. Rectifying antennas, also

called rectennas, are devices suited for such operation. They are composed of two main parts10

: an antenna designed to match the size of the wavelength to harvest, and a rectifying circuit

operating at the frequency of the harvested radiation. Each of these two parts has been the
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subject of intense research during the past two decades, and very few studies have attempted

to build a complete rectifying antenna system operating at visible and IR frequencies. Several

challenges arising with the miniaturisation of the device according to the aimed wavelength are15

still limiting the performances of rectifying antennas. Despite the difficulty of overcoming these

limitations, rectifying antennas remain very appealing energy harvesters as their operating

frequency does not rely on a bandgap whereas their semiconductor counterpart do. While

there is yet no clear consensus on the theoretical ultimate efficiency of such devices, promising

application for high efficiency solar cells [1] as well as tunable photodectors in the IR range [2]20

are still motivating research in this field.

1.1. Rectification

In a general way, in electronics, the rectification operation consists in the conversion of

an alternative physical quantity into a direct physical quantity, either it is a voltage or a current.

Rectification is for instance conducted when converting alternative current (AC) into direct25

current (DC). Light rectification consists in rectifying the alternative current originating from

the interaction of light with the conduction electrons of a conductive material. This induced

alternative current is consecutive to an electronic oscillation within the illuminated material.

At visible and infrared frequencies, the order of magnitude of the frequency to be rectified is in

the terahertz (THz) range. Figure 1 illustrates the working principle of a rectifying antenna,30

or rectenna. AC/DC conversion of current is taken care of by a rectifying element symbolised

as a diode associated with a low pass filter to obtain a direct current that can be used by a

charge such as a battery or a motor. In this process, two crucial steps can be identified. The

first step is an optical one: EM radiations have to be absorbed for the electronic free charges

to be put into motion by the oscillating EM field. Step two is electronic: the oscillation of35

charges induced by the absorbed EM radiations has to be rectified by an electronic circuit

whose sizing is related to the frequency of the incoming EM waves. In such a device, EM

waves absorption do not rely on a semiconductor material’s bandgap anymore, rather on the

dimension of the metallic antenna exposed to the radiations.

1.2. History : from microwaves to light40

The first demonstration of an operationnal rectifying antenna system goes back to the

early 1960s. For surveillance purposes, the Raytheon Company (Massachussets, USA) - a

company specialised in electronics - wanted to submit to the US Army a wireless energy
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Figure 1: Scheme for the electronic operation of a rectifying antenna

transmission device which could power a hovering platform thanks to a microwave source [3].

Within this framework, Professor William Brown developped the first rectifying antenna in45

1963 quickly followed in 1964 by an assembly of 28 rectifying antennas able to power a small

helicopter (photographs Figure 2)[4]. Eventually this project was not funded by the army but

triggered other wireless energy transmitters concepts. One of those echoes with the solar energy

production thematic since a collaboration between William Brown and Peter Glaser lead to

a patent in 1968, describing a geostationnary orbit satellite system equiped with photovoltaic50

pannels whose produced energy could then be sent back to Earth in the form of microwaves

before being absorbed and reconverted into electricity [5].

Following the promessing results of microwave rectification, Professor Bailey, from the Uni-

versity of Florida, suggested in 1972 to scale down the rectifying antenna concept towards the

visible frequencies [6]. Bailey proposed to use conical antennas associated with a rectifying55

element fast enough to operate at optical frequencies. This pairing was qualified as a solar

Figure 2: William Brown’s rectenna helicopter in 1964. Extracted from [4].
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rectenna. Yet Bailey remained cautious in his description because reproducible fabrication

processes at a scale of hundreds of nanometers was not mastered at that time. Moreover,

the rectifying element remained ”yet to be invented”[6]. At that time, state of the art silicon

photovoltaic solar cells had a power conversion efficiency (PCE) about 13% [7]. The current60

reference paper from Shockley and Queisser’s [8] about the ultimate efficiency of PV mono-

junctions had not yet come to a consensus (less than 30 citations 10 years after his publication

in 1971, year of Bailey’s publication). The power conversion efficiency of solar rectifying an-

tennas over 50% claimed by Bailey at that time is given without any justification, math, or

comparison with other technologies of solar energy production. Several derivations of an ul-65

timate power conversion efficiency for a single solar rectifying antenna geometry paired with

an ideal rectifyer have been published to this date [9][10][11][12]. Despite these efforts, there

exists currently no consensus in the scientific community on this question, mainly because the

theoretical model to adopt is still under debate [13]. As an illustration, Figure 3 gathers the

most striking experimental and theoretical results of the past 40 years. The efficiency of a70

rectifying antenna is here defined similarly to PV systems as:

η =
Pincoming

Prectified
(1)

where Pincoming and Prectified are the power of the EM radiation incoming on the array

of antennas and the output power of the rectification circuit respectively. When looking at

the best efficiencies as a function of the rectified frequencies, it comes out that this technology

reached efficiencies above 80% by the middle of the 1970s.75

It is then quite clear that there is a motivation to scale down this concept to higher fre-

quencies, where EM waves carry more energy : if the efficiencies are stable while miniaturising

the device, one could then obtain a thermal or sunlight energy harveting technology more

efficient than what the best PV monojunction solar cell promesses. As the micro and nanofab-

rication technology improved over the years, rectifying antennas operating in the dozen of80

GHz [24][21][20] than near the THz range [22] have been demonstrated with efficiency around

40 to 50%. Despite these performances, a clear trend in the decaying efficiency of rectifying

antennas as a function of operation frequency can be observed, and to this date, there has

been no report of a rectifying antenna able to rectify frequencies beyond the THz limit with

an efficiency above 1%. If rectifying antennas have seducing performances in the microwave85

range, it is important to note that sunlight is quite a different nature of EM wave. Indeed
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Figure 3: (left) Literature plot of rectifying antenna devices as a function of their operating frequency ; red

dots are a guide for the eye (right) Literature plot of theoretical ultimate efficiencies of rectennas under solar

spectrum.

sunlight is unpolarized, incoherent and spread over a several hundreds of nanometer large

range. On a theoretical point of view, scaling down such a device from the microwave toward

the visible spectrum is not straitforward.

1.3. Technological challenges90

While experimental demonstrations in the infrared ([2000 ; 800 nm] i.e. [145 ; 375 THz])

and the visible range ([375 ; 750 THz]) remain at the stage of proofs of concept, several studies

have attempted to derive an upper limit to the efficiency of rectifying antennas exposed to solar

spectrum (see figure 3). Depending on whether they consider ideal antennas and rectifiers [10],

data partially originating from simulations [9] or performances from existing components at95

the time of the study [12], the ultimate efficiencies derived are in strong disagreement. These

massive disparity also originate from the variety of designs considered for the antenna and the

nature of the rectifying element. For instance, Joshi et al. [10] consider ideal metal-insulator-

metal (MIM) diodes while Mashaal et al. [11] take into account additional constraints on
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the polarisation of the antenna and on the rectifying technology, or that Briones et al. [12]100

consider real MIM diodes at the state of the art of their time in 2013.

From all these studies, it is clear that two main technological challenges are limiting the

performances of rectifying antennas at high frequencies :

• The reproducibility of nanometric scale antennas. Idealy, these antennas should105

be insensitive to polarisation as well as the angle of incidence of the incoming radiation,

and allow absorption in the [400 ; 1300 nm] range where most of the solar spectrum

energy is to be found

• The development of a rectifier working in the THz range. The speed at which

electronic charges can transit in an electronic compound is determined by the product110

of its capacitance C and resistance R. The smaller this RC time constant the higher the

cutoff frequency of the device [25].

𝑅𝐴
𝑅𝐷 𝐶

⟺

𝑉

Antenna Rectifying element

Figure 4: Equivalence between electrical circuits of a rectifying antenna

A third constraint related to the coupling of an antenna with a rectifying element adds up

to these two major limits. For the energy transfer to be optimal between these two components,

their impedances need to be matched. The small RC constant condition leads to the necessity115

of a small resistance for the antenna. With the convention of Figure 4, the ideal situation for

impedance matching corresponds to a case where RA = RD.
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2. Optical antennas

The first demonstration of an optical antenna goes back to 1989, with Fisher and Pohl

measuring light scattered by a spherical polystyrene particle of diameter smaller than 100nm120

covered with gold [26]. Thereafter, several designs have been proposed for applications rang-

ing from molecular detection [27] to subdiffraction-limit imaging [28] or light absorption [29].

These applications are based on the ability of these antennas to confine spatially an incoming

EM field in nanometric dimensions, resulting in an EM field amplitude amplification of 2 to

3 orders of magnitude, thus 4 to 9 orders of magnitude on the EM field intensity [30]. This125

confinement is made possible by the behaviour of metals at optical frequencies. Indeed, in this

regime, the perfect-metal approximation fails: the EM field penetrates the metal and trigger

the conduction electrons oscillation. This unique behaviour of metals at optical frequencies al-

low for plasmonic effects that lead to EM field resonances at metal surfaces (surface plasmons),

inside metalic nanoparticles (volume plasmons) or inside metalic cavities (gap plasmons). Ac-130

cording to the chosen design, one can then optimise one of these effects and build an antenna

operating at optical frequencies.

2.1. Bow-tie and Yagi-Uda antennas

First proposed in 1997 [31], bow-tie antennas designed for optical frequencies have then been

widely studied for near-field imaging [32] or for molecular detection [33]. Their bow-tie shape135

(see Figure 5a) allows for EM field amplification between two and three order of magnitude

in between the two tips of each antenna, as shown in the simulation 5b. Thanks to modern

lithography processes, high reproducibility can be achieved in the fabrication of nanoantennas

arrays. When immersed in a solution of photosensitive molecules, and if illuminated, the strong

EM field generated between the tips can amplify the molecules’ optical response.140

An other example of antennas operating at IR and visible frequencies are the so-called Yagi-

Uda antennas. Yagi-Uda antennas’ design is actually also very common in the RF domain and

we can observe it on standard aerial antennas used for television reception. These antennas are

made of several metallic stems positioned parallel to each other that are designed to serve as

receptor, reflector and director for the incoming wave (see Figure 6a). Scaling down Yagi-Uda145

antennas also requires lithography methods to achieve metallic stems which size is comparable

with the wavelength of IR or visible light. Variants of this design exists, as shown in Figure

6b where the Yagi-Uda antenna elements are positionned in three dimensions (3D) to enhance
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(a) Electronic microscope image (b) Finite element simulation

of gold bow-tie antennas of EM field amplification

Figure 5: Bow-tie antennas examples. Extracted from [33]

(a) 2D Yagi-Uda antenna (b) 3D Yagi-Uda antenna (c) Reflectivity measurment

of a 3D Yagi-Uda array

Figure 6: Extracted from [34] and [35].

its directivity. An exemple of such design’s reflectivity is shown 6c where strong absorption

can be observed between 1 and 1.5µm.150

2.2. Patch antennas made using lithography

Still based on the concept of down-scalling antennas tested in the RF and microwave

domains, patch antenna arrays can harvest IR and visible light radiations when fabricated

using lithography processes. By creating an insulating cavity sandwiched between two metallic

planes (in a capacitor fashion), these antennas trigger cavity modes whose emergence is often155

helped out by their periodicity, resulting in an increased absorption of the incoming radiation

in the device.

The size of the metallic planes as well as the distance that separates them are directly linked

to the resonance wavelengths of the system, thus linked to the absorption wavelengths of the

antenna array. Several designs exist : nanorods (figure 7a), which geometry is isotropic in one160
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(a) Nanorods patch antennas

(b) Elliptic patch antenna

Figure 7: Extracted from [36], [37] et [38].

a)

b)

c)

Figure 8: a) Simulation of modes existing in a cylindric cavity at different resonance wavelengths. Simulation

of reflectivity and amplification of electric field in the same cavities for arrays of period 500nm and patch

antenna diameter 100nm (b) and 150nm (c). Extracted from [38].
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direction of the array, and disk, rectangle or elliptic type geometries (figure 7b) which enable

to work with different resonance wavelengths since the patch can have different caracteristic

lengths (two in the case of the rectangle or the ellipse). An other asset of these 2D geometry is

the diminished dependency to polarization. Indeed, assuming a normal incidence illumination

configuration, a disk nanopatch antenna is rotational invariant. As a consequence it interacts165

equally with polarized and unpolarized light. On the contrary, a nanorods sample such as the

one shown in Figure7a results in a strong selectivity towards the incoming wave polarization

because of the orientation of the rods. An example of the behaviour and performances of disk

nanopatch antennas can be seen in Figure8 where the simulation of the EM field modes inside

the circular cavity can be related to the absorption peaks in the corresponding reflectance170

spectra of an array of these patchs. It appears that the configuration described in Figure8c

leads to a redshift of the absorption peaks compared to the configuration of Figure 8b. This

behaviour arise because of the diameter difference of the patchs (150nm in Figure c) versus 100

in Figure b)): when the cavity broadens, the available modes correspond to larger wavelengths,

in a Fabry-Perot cavity fashion.175

2.3. Patch antennas made from colloidal nanoparticles

The main drawbacks of nanopatch antennas made using lithography processes are their high

cost due to the necessary heavy investments in machinery, and their low throughput which

constraints the sample size to a few millimeters at best. Although the lithography processes

allow for a high degree of precision in the designs realization and consequently, the fabrication180

of ideal samples for the study of the physical phenomenon in play, it remains difficult to

imagine a large scale fabrication on surfaces larger than a centimeter. A way to free oneself

from the constraint of clean room processes - such as optical or electron beam lithography -

is to use nanoparticles. Metallic nanoparticles can be synthetized in large number in liquid

phase within a few hours. Once deposited on metallic substrates covered with an insulating185

thin film, they can act at patchs just like the designs introduced in the previous section. These

structures are called colloidal patch antennas. Like all the other designs presented in this work,

colloidal patch antennas have mostly been studied for molecular detection applications [39][40]

or selective optical absorption [41][42].

The most common way to go with colloidal patch antennas consists in the deposition of190

metallic nanocubes on a dielectric thin film - a few nanometer thin - covering a metallic

substrate. Nanocube synthesis can provide nanoparticles between 30 and 120nm large. These
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Figure 9: a) simulation of the first order EM mode in the cavity. b) electronic microscopy image of a nanocube

patch antenna sample (c) reflectance of the sample d) diffusion of the sample. Extracted from [43].

small dimensions are an asset to achieve absorption in the visible range. It is indeed difficult to

achieve resolutions under 50nm with common laboratory lithography equipments. Figure9a

shows an example of optical simulation of the electric field amplification in a 5nm thin dielectric195

cavity delimited by a silver nanocube and a gold substrate. The combination of the cavity

thickness and the nanocube size rule the position of the resonance of the fundamental mode

of the EM field in the cavity which happens at 645nm in this example (figure 9c).

The dielectric thin film can be deposited using dip-coating methods [43] but self-assembly

processes can also be implemented. Lin et al. [42], for instance, have shown impressive assem-200

bly of controled nanoparticle assembly on metallic substrates as well as on other nanoparticle

shapes, thanks to the complementarity of two DNA strands. This example is described in

Figure 10a where it can be seen that nanocubes are first functionalized with a first ADN

strand before being introduced into a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) matrix which cav-

ity are functionalized with a second ADN strand. The two strands assemble and anchor the205

nanoparticles. The PMMA matrix enables a periodic assembly of the nanoparticles. It is then

removed with acetone. Figure 10b shows the precision of this method and the complexity of

the assembly that can be achieved. Very specific optical interactions can then be triggered.
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a

500nm

(a) Nanocubes assembly and optical characterization (b) Assembly of several nanoparticle types

Figure 10: Periodic arrays of nanocubes anchored with complementary DNA strands. Extracted from [42] and

[41]

3. Diodes operating in the THz range

The electronic oscillation induced in the antenna by an incoming visible EM wave occurs210

at frequencies around hundreds of THz. At an industrial level, the design that enables the

higher working frequencies (or cut-off frequencies)for diodes is the Schottky design (metal-

semiconductor contact). In laboratories, the very same design allows for cut-off frequencies in

the GHz range [44][45] with records close from the THz region [46].For the purpose of light

rectification, it is then clear that mature industrial diodes will not reach the speed requirement.215

However, some experimental stage diodes are in closer agreement with high cut off frequencies

needed.

3.1. Metal-Insulator-Metal diodes

The fastest charge transport mechanism known to this day is quantum tunneling. In a

material, when an electric charge faces a potential barrier (for example when a metal is in220

contact with an insulating medium) the laws of quantum mechanics predict that this charge

has a given probability of crossing this potential barrier. This probability is described by a

function that depends on the thickness of the insulating barrier to be crossed: the thinner

the barrier, the higher the probability of passage. This principle is used to build so-called

Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) diodes. On Figure 11, the potential diagram of such a diode is225

described.
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Figure 11: Potential diagram of a MIM diode

(a) Electronic microscop image (b) Concept of MIM junction (b) MIM junction made with

of a MIM antenna en nanofils a carbon nanotube

Figure 12: Exemples of MIM junctions. Extracted from [23] [47] and [48]

a) b) c)

Figure 13: a) Diagram of a point contact MIM diode b) Associated potential diagram c) Current-Voltage

measurement of the diode under direct voltage conditions

If an insulating barrier is sandwiched between two metals which have two different working

functions, the potential diagram of the MIM diode is asymetrical as long as no bias is applied

across the junction. If a voltage bias is applied across the junction, the barrier is deformed

13



so that the thickness seen by an electrical charge on one side of the barrier can be thinned230

or thickened depending on the sign of the applied voltage. A thinned barrier increases the

probability of passage and a stronger current flows through the junction. When the voltage

is sweeped between the two electrodes of a MIM junction, a diode characteristic curve is then

obtained. In order for the current flowing through the barrier to be significant, the thickness of

the barrier must not exceed a few nanometers. Similarly, the greater the potential difference235

between the two metals, the more the junction asymmetry will be increased and the more

the diode characteristic will be non-linear with a low threshold voltage. This principles is

often used in attemps to build optical rectifying antennas because it is a rather smart way to

couple the fabrication of the diode with the design of the antenna, as in the study of Jayaswal

et al. from which 12a is extracted. In this study, a bow-tie antenna formed of a gold and240

a titanium branch is used to absorb the incoming light. The two branches of the antenna

are separated by 1.5 nm of insulating alumina. Other work have investigated nanowires [47]

(Figure 12b) or carbon nanotubes [49][48] (figure 12c). These concepts aim at minimizing the

area of the MIM junction in order to reduce the RC time of the diode [49]. We point out

that thin film engineering can be achieved to improve the performances of MIM diodes. For245

instance, by introducing a second insulator in the junction, one can optimize the shape of the

potential barrier to benefit from resonances phenomenon of the wave functions of the charges

that cross the barrier [3]. These junctions are called MIIM junction. Finally, an other concept

is illustrated by the work of Periasamy et al. [50] (Figure 13). The originality of this work is

to reduce the area of the junction to a minimum by creating a single point contact between250

a metallic wire and a niobium oxide layer. This is an experiment rather intended to study

the physical phenomena involved in the extreme case of a very small contact surface, without

pretending to obtain reproducible samples on a large scale.

3.2. Geometric diodes

A possible alternative to MIM junctions diodes for high frequency rectification is geometric255

diodes. The principle is then to make a kind of electron funnel such as the one drawned in

Figure 14a. If the opening between the two regions of the diode is of the order of magnitude of

the mean free path of the electrons in the considered material (MFP = 10− 30nm in metals

[51]), the charges will have a higher probability of crossing it in the direction of the bevel. In

the study from which Figure 14 is extracted, Zhu et al. [52] use graphene to make a geometric260

diode, because the MFP of electrons is higher in graphene than in metals, which brings better

14



performances for a given opening size.

Figure 14: a) Diagram of a geometric diode b) Scanning Electron Microscop (SEM) image of a geometric diode

made of graphene

3.3. Molecular diodes

The last example of promising diodes for THz operations that we will give in this review is

that of molecular diodes. The interest for molecular electronics lies in the promise of ultimate265

miniaturization of electronic components, since basic operations such as logic functions could

be performed by assembling molecules whose size is of the order of one nanometer. The idea

of a molecule that would act as a diode goes back to 1974 when Aviram and Ratner proposed

a molecule consisting of an acceptor part and another electron donor that would function

in a similar way to a classic PN junction at the molecular level [53]. Today, we find in the270

literature several examples of molecules provided with rectifying properties. In this review, we

will focus on one kind of the most studied rectifying molecules: ferrocene-terminated thiols.

These molecules are composed of an alkyl chain (typically 6 to 16 carbon atoms) terminated on

one side by a ferrocene group Fe(C5H2)2, and on the other side by a thiol SH (see Figure 15).

There are three main reasons of interest for these molecules. First of all, there are the molecules275

that have reached the highest rectification ratio [54], defined as the ratio of current densities

measured at ±1V , that is R = |J(−1V )|
|J(1V )| . This figure of merit makes it possible to quantify the

capacity of a diode to let the current flow under a given polarization while having a low leakage

current in the opposite direction of polarization. Secondly, these molecules have been used

to demonstrate rectification operations at frequencies up to 17 GHz [55]. This value makes it280

possible to conjecture performances at higher frequencies because the study of Trasobares et al.

[55] was only limited by the maximum frequency achievable by the interferometric microwave

microscope required for these characterizations. Finally, ferrocene alkanethiol molecules can

self-assemble on noble metal substrates. This property comes from the functional group -thiol

present at the end of the chain and which adsorbs on the surface of metals releasing a proton285
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H+ to create a sulfur-metal covalent bond. When a metal sample is immersed into a solution

of these molecules, a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) is formed within a few hours, in which

the molecules stand side by side, as shown in Figures 15a, b and c. The combination of these

three aspects makes this type of molecule an attractive candidate to achieve a convincing

demonstration of light rectification.290

Figure 15: Diagram of SAM of ferrocene alkanethiol as a function of the position of the ferrocene moiety and

associated current density - voltage characterisation a) Ferrocene at the bottom of the SAM b) Ferrocene in

the middle of the SAM c) Ferrocène on the top of the SAM

Figure 15 is extracted from a study from Pr. Nijhuis group at the National University

of Singapore [56], who extensively studied various types of ferrocene alkanethiol molecules.

On this figure, three different types of ferrocene alkanethiol can be seen, all self-assembled

on a metal surface (in the case of the diagram, silver) and contacted by a metal electrode at

their top (in the case of the diagram, Gallium-Indium eutectic, noted EGaIn in the following).295

By comparing the position of the ferrocene group in the alkyl chain with the current-voltage

characteristics of each type of SAM, it can be seen that it is related to the direction of the

rectification obtained. From the experimental observations of these molecules’ properties, the

rectification mechanism of Figure 16 can be proposed [57]. This figure describes the case of the

molecule of Figure 15c with the electrode M1 grounded and the upper electrode M2 polarized:300
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M1 M2
HOMO

𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 0𝑉

M1
M2

HOMO

𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 < 0𝑉

M1

M2

Hopping

HOMO

𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 > 0𝑉

a) b) c)

Figure 16: Potential diagrams of a metal-molecule-metal junction in the cas of a ferrocene alkanethiol molecule

as the one of figure 15c at negative bias (a), zero bias (b) and positive bias (c).

• at positive bias, the highest electron molecular orbital occupied by at least one electron

(HOMO for Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) of the ferrocene coupled to the upper

metal electrode (M2 in the diagram) lies below the charges of this electrode and the

charges can therefore only cross the insulating barrier (the alkyl chain of the molecule)

by tunneling effect from the substrate (M1) to the upper electrode.305

• at zero bias, the levels of the two charge tanks M1 and M2 are aligned, the net current

between the two electrodes is zero.

• at negative bias, the HOMO of the ferrocene enters the energy window between the top

of the tanks M1 and M2, which allows the charges from M2 to pass through it by a

phenomenon called hopping before having a reduced distance to cross by tunnel effect310

up to M1. The net current is therefore more important than at negative voltage.

4. Combining an antenna and an ultrafast diode: toward a proof of concept of IR

and visible light rectification

Besides the work that studied independently high-frequency diodes or antennas at visible

wavelengths, a number of papers have focused on the assembly of these two elements to make315

operational rectifying antennas in the visible and infrared region to measure a photocurrent

arising from light rectification. These experimental demonstrations are listed in Table 1 and

we will look in more detail at the three of them that appear in Figure 17.

The first two (diagram Figure 17 a)b) et c)d)) adopt a similar design: two nano-sized con-

ductive parts are lithographed a few nanometers apart and separated by air, which produces a320
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Wavelength Irradiance (W/m2) Efficiency (%) Reference

632 / 1400 / 1500 nm Lin1996 [58]

785 nm 2.2 108 Ward2010 [59]

685 nm 6.5 109 Arielly2011 [60]

810 nm 8.3 108 / 2.9 109 Stolz2014 [61]

7 µm 300 10−2 Davids2015 [62]

532 / 1064 nm / AM1.5 260 / 920 /1000 10−5 Sharma2015 [63]

785 nm 6 - 91 8.7 10−5 Piltan2017 [64]

10.6 µm 3 104 1, 75 10−12 Jayaswal2018 [23]

785 nm 3.5 109 Dasgupta2018 [65]

Table 1: Inventory of experimental measurement on rectifying antennas in the visible and near infrared range.

metal-insulator-metal junction where an amplified EM field can be established when the sam-

ple is placed under illumination. The difference between these two work lies in the rectification

method: Piltan et al. [64] (diagram a)) use a geometrical effect thanks to a metal point that

ensures asymmetry while Davids et al . [62] use a junction where the rectification comes from

the difference of work function of the two metals. In short, the asymmetry necessary for the325

rectification is geometric for the first while it is electronic for the second.

Finally, the design of Sharma et al. [63] (Figure 17e) and f)) combines a network of carbon

nanotubes serving as antennas with a MIM junction rectification. This MIM junction is cre-

ated by successive deposition of an insulator (Al2O3) and a conductor (calcium or aluminum)

at the top of the nanotube forest. The advantage of this method is to allow the creation of330

MIM junctions whose surface does not exceed the diameter of the nanotubes which is esti-

mated between 8 and 10 nanometer. Thanks to this small surface the authors expect a cutoff

frequency compatible with the two experimentally tested laser radiations: 532 nano meter

and 1064 nano meter. With regard to the structural diagrams of these three studies, their

current-voltage characteristics under different lighting conditions are shown. It should also be335

noted that the efficiencies measured experimentally in these studies remain well below one per-

cent. These are proofs of concept that need to be optimized. In this perspective, the authors

systematically provide the means to achieve this. In particular the examples of schemes a) and

c) have the advantage of being able to be manufactured with high accuracy by lithography

but are limited by the time and cost of manufacturing related to this method as well as by340
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 17: Diagrams and current-voltage measurements under light irradiance, extracted from [64] (a) and b)),

[62] (c) and d)) and [63] (e) et f))

the resolution which prevents reaching the nanoscale dimensions required for high frequency

diodes. Conversely, the work of Sharma et al. [63] makes it possible to reach such dimensions,

but the growth of carbon nanotubes must be further improved in order to obtain a well-ordered

network and to favor the amplification of the EM field structure.

345
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Nanocube
width

a) b)

Figure 18: a) Concept of an optical rectifying antenna made of colloidal silver nanocube anchored with a SAM.

Using anchoring molecules with rectification properties could lead to a rectenna device operating in the infrared

or visible range, depending on the size of the nanoparticle and the length of the SAM. b) SEM image of an

array of colloidal nanoantenna anchored with a thiolated SAM. Extracted from [66].

Regarding the use of the rectifying molecules mentionned above, a concept has emerged

which combines the assets of a self-assembled antenna with the promess of high frequencies

performances. Figure 18 shows a scheme of a colloidal nanoantenna similar to those shown in

Figure 10. However, in the situation of Figure 18, the assembly of the nanoparticle acting as

an antenna is made using self-assembled molecules. This architecture has proven to absorbe350

infrared and visible light with a high tunability of the absorbed wavelength [66]. Moreover,

reproducibility is improved because of the thickness of the SAM which can be easily controled

at low cost compared to atomic layer deposition (ALD) processes. This concept is promessing

because it enables high electric field enhancement in a very narrow region (the gap made of

the SAM) in which stands a SAM that can be synthetised to embed electronic properties [67].355

5. Conclusion

The thematic of light rectification for energy production or photodetection has entered a

proof of concept phase for some years now. This field of research is of great interest, both from

the point of view of the applications it offers, and its profound interdisciplinarity. Research in

this field requires the assembly of several technological bricks in the state of the art in various360

disciplines such as molecular electronics and nanophotonics. This mix of skills benefits all

the scientific communities concerned as it raises new questions of integration and interaction

between technological elements that have been optimized separately and must now work in

20



symbiosis. Thanks to the meeting of these different types of knowledge, the next few years

could well see convincing experimental achievements, opening up a new field of innovative365

solutions for the production of energy from sunlight or photodetectors.
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